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Throughout Mankinds History there have been many
stories similar to the Bibles fight between good and evil.

- Inferno by Dante
- Paradise Lost by John Milton
- Hobbit by Tolkien

Modern time
- Star Wars
- Harrry Potter



Paradise Lost
 English poet John Milton (1608-1674)



After eating the fruit, Adam and Eve have lustful sex, 
and at first, Adam is convinced that Eve was right in 
thinking that eating the fruit would be beneficial. 

However, they soon fall asleep and have terrible nightmares, 
and after they awake, 
they experience guilt and shame for the first time. 

Realizing that they have committed a terrible act against God, 
they engage in mutual recrimination (counter acusement).

Paradise Lost
 English poet John Milton (1608-1674)

1st expression 1667



John Milton sais in – Messages from Spirit World 2001

We need Divine Principle because it answers 
all the questions about human history, including Cain and Abel. 

You cannot answer them from the Bible itself; 
no one came up with clear answers. 

But because of God's grace, Rev. Moon came up 
with the hidden answers.

John Milton

2nd Expression 2001



Honorable Sun Myung Moon came as 
the Lord of the Second Advent to fulfill the unfinished 
mission of Jesus Christ. 

Still, Christians believe in unscientific views of Jesus' 
Second Advent. 
People should study Divine Principle seriously. 
Throughout human history there have been so many painful 
events and struggles for God and also for Rev. Moon. 
People have to understand that.

2nd Expression 2001

John Milton



Do you know how much misunderstanding 
there has been about those historical facts?

An awesome amount of hidden truth about humankind
is hidden in Divine Principle; you have to seek it out.

Source: link Divine Principle
https://www.tparents.org/Moon-Talks/SunMyungMoon02/UM020131.htm

2nd Expression 2001

John Milton



Video on The Genesis story
including comments on Miltons Paradise Lost

by Prof. MD Jordan B Peterson

Source: link
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UoQdp2prfmM&index=9&list=PL22J3VaeABQD_IZs7y60I3lUrrFTzkpat 
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Unification Path to Perfection and Kingdom of Heaven



Jesus was once asked when 
the kingdom of God 
would come. 

The kingdom of God, Jesus replied, 
is not something people will be able to see and point to. 

Then came these striking words: 
“Neither shall they say, Lo here! or, lo there! for, 
behold, the kingdom of God is within you.” (Luke 17:21) 



Kingdom of Heaven inside us
can mean different activities for different people:

• Some like Music, Art, Film, Sport, Walking, Talking…you suggest

• Family

• They all have in common, that satan must be separated
  for true joy and Love to blossom in whatever is your interest.

•  Where there is no Original Sin 
                                                   = there is Kingdom of Heaven



To restore the earthly Kingdom of Heaven 
means to realize the world in which Satan can never act,
by man's severing completely his reciprocal base
with Satan and restoring his reciprocal base with God,
thus entering in give and take action with Him. 

That God keeps Satan in a bottomless pit in the 
Latter Days signifies that Satan will be unable to act 
since he will have lost his object with which to work.



In order for man to be able to cut off his reciprocal 
base with Satan and be rightfully able to judge him 
(I Cor. 6:3), 
he must know the true character of Satan's crime
(explained in Divine Principle)

and accuse him before God.



However, God in creating angels and men, 
gave them freedom; and so 
He cannot restore them by force. 

Therefore, man should be able to make Satan come
to a natural surrender by exalting the Word, through
the accomplishment of his own portion of responsibility
by his own volition, before he can be restored to the 
status of a man of the original nature of creation.

                                                                  /DP73 p.85 



To separate from satan:

• Making indemnity conditions
     - Witnessing the Truth Divine Principle
     - Fasting,Tithing,Praying… 
     - Doing Pledge, HonDokHae

• Being Blessed by the Messiah – True Parents

• Fulfilling the Three Great Blessings



"Before you desire to have dominion over the universe, you 
must first have dominion over yourself.“

Your conscience knows everything about you. It knows them 
even better than God knows. 

So if you place your conscience in God's position over your life, 
and go the way of absolute obedience, of "high-noon 
settlement", it is certain that you will establish a realm of 
resonance between your mind and body and perfect their unity.
                                                                  /SMM 13 Jun. 2006

High -Noon



The kingdom of heaven in heaven is the world of "high noon", 
where God and man can meet without any shadow 
in a total union filled with brightness.          /SMM 2 Jan. 1983

Judgment Day = When Christ/Messiah/ True Parents 
brings down Heavenly Law = Immediate Judgement of Evil

Unrighteous rulers are removed…ex. arabian spring



Sung Han Lee

CT – Spirits

Remarkable Messages from the Spiritual Realm



Since human beings received the satanic blood, 
people cannot return to God by themselves. 

So the Messiah must achieve 
absolute restoration of the lineage,
renewing the blood line that was
defiled by Satan. 

This transition must be made. 

This is why
the Messiah must surely come.
Without his coming there will be
no restoration of lineage.
We must restore the lineage.       
                                                            
                                  /SMM 1988 Jan 7



_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________

Course to separate Satan1

Hence, we, fallen people,
First need to go through a course to separate Satan from 
ourselves.  We do this in order to restore ourselves in form 
to the spiritual level which Adam and Eve had reached 
before the Fall – the top of the growth stage.

1

Fallen
people



_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________ …

Course to separate Satan

Receive the Messiah
and be reborn

2

1

On this foundation, we are to receive the Messiah 
and be reborn, and thereby be fully restored to the 
original state of human beings before the Fall.

2

Fallen
people



_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________

Course to separate Satan

Receive the Messiah
and be reborn

Continue our growth
…………

3
2

1

Fallen
people

Finally, by following the Messiah, we 
should continue our growth to maturity

3



_________________

_________________

_________________

_________________

Course to separate Satan

Receive the Messiah
and be reborn

Continue our growth
…………

3
2

1

Fallen
people

where we can fulfill the purpose of 
creation.

4

Fulfill the purpose of
creation

4



Resurrection may be defined as the process of being restored 
from the death caused by the Fall to life, from the realm of 
Satan’s dominion to the realm of God’s direct dominion, 
through the providence of restoration.



The Meaning of Resurrection

Life DeathDeath
FallFall

Process of restoration

Satan’s
dominion

God's direct
dominion



_______________________________________
_

Returnand cooperation

Physi-Physi-
calcal
selfself

Spirits
Earthly
people

The Providence of Resurrection for Spirits
Purpose and Way of Returning Resurrection

We call this process returning resurrection
Divine Principle  (p. 145).





1960

Dr. Sun Myung Moon with wife HakJaHan

The original of Holy Blessings 1960
new 3rd sinless Adam 
and restored Eve

1960



Unification Church Universal Holy Blessing



The age is coming when God and humankind
will live as one in the ideal world of creation, the 
world of heart. 

The age is coming when everyone will realize 
that living for the sake of others holds greater 
eternal value than living for the self. 

The blind age of selfish life will pass away as 
we build an altruistic world of interdependence, 
mutual prosperity and universally shared values…



…
For this purpose, all should have correct 
knowledge about God and the spirit world 
and testify to the world about the heavenly path; 
then we can lead humanity appropriately to 
establish the universal family…



...
Therefore, let us work to establish God’s 
fatherland and hometown, the Kingdom of God
 on earth and in heaven, by investing ourselves
for the sake of others with absolute love, 
unchanging love and eternal true love, 
looking to the day when we can offer all 
heavenly sovereignty to God. 
                             
 /SMM SunMyungMoon December 27, 2002



If the fruit of the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil 
was not a material fruit, but a symbol, what does this 
symbol represent? 

To answer this question let us begin with an examination 
of the Tree of Life, which grew in the Garden of Eden 
along with the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil 
(Gen. 2:9). 

When we grasp the true character of the Tree of Life, 
we will also know the nature of the Tree of the Knowledge 
of Good and Evil.

DP 73
DIVINE PRINCIPLE
PART I
FALL OF MAN



Why can we conclude that the hope of Adam was to attain
the Tree of Life? Genesis 3:24 says that after Adam 
committed sin, God placed cherubim and a flaming sword 
to guard the Tree of Life. 
Due to his fall, Adam was driven from the Garden of Eden 
(Gen 3:24) without having attained the Tree of Life. 

Ever since then, fallen man has set his hope upon attaining 
what Adam failed to attain--the Tree of Life.

DP 73
DIVINE PRINCIPLE
PART I
FALL OF MAN



We can understand that the purpose of God's providence
of salvation is to restore the Tree of life which was lost in 
the Garden of Eden (Gen. 2:9), to the Tree of Life 
mentioned in Revelation 22:14. 

Because of the fall, Adam could not attain the first Tree of Life. 
Therefore, Christ must come again as the last Adam 
(Rev. 22:13) in order to save fallen man. 

It is for this reason that Christ is called the "last Adam" 
(I Cor. 15:45).

DP 73
DIVINE PRINCIPLE
PART I
FALL OF MAN



…when we find in the Garden of Eden a tree symbolizing 
manhood, we know there must be another tree symbolizing 
womanhood. 

The Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil, which was 
described as standing with the Tree of Life (Gen. 2:9), 
was thus the symbol of Eve.

DP 73
DIVINE PRINCIPLE
PART I
FALL OF MAN



Jesus = 2nd Adam = Tree of Life

“In the midst of the street of it, and on either side 
of the river, was there the tree of life, which bare 
twelve manner of fruits, and yielded her fruit every 
month: and of the leaves of the tree were for the 
healing of the nations.”  --Revelation 22:2

Jesus wife = 2nd Eve =Tree of Knowledge of God and Evil



In Revelation 12:9 we read further that the "great dragon 
was thrown down, that ancient serpent", who is called the 
devil by some, and Satan by others. 
This "ancient serpent" was the same one which tempted 
Adam and Eve in the Garden of Eden. 

DP 73
DIVINE PRINCIPLE
PART I
FALL OF MAN



From this we can reason that the angel fell as the result of 
an immoral act of unnatural lust, and that act was fornication.

Fornication is a crime which cannot be committed by one 
person alone. 
Therefore, we must know with whom the angel committed 
fornication in the Garden of Eden. 

DP 73
DIVINE PRINCIPLE
PART I
FALL OF MAN



The purpose of human history is to restore the Garden
of Eden with the Tree of Life in the centre (Gen. 2:9). 

The "Garden of Eden" does not mean the limited area in
which Adam and Eve were created, but the whole earth.

DP 73
DIVINE PRINCIPLE
PART I
CHAPTER 3
CONSUMMATION OF HUMAN HISTORY



If the Garden of Eden were the limited region where the 
first human ancestors were created, how would it be possible 
for the countless numbers of mankind to live in such a 
small place? 

An extremely large number of people would be necessary 
in order to fill the earth according to God's blessing to man 
(Gen. 1:28).

DP 73
DIVINE PRINCIPLE
PART I
CHAPTER 3
CONSUMMATION OF HUMAN HISTORY



Due to the fall of the first human ancestors, this earthly
Garden of Eden, which God intended to establish with 
the Tree of Life in the centre, fell into the hands of Satan 
(Gen. 3:24). 

Therefore, when the sinful history of mankind that began 
in Alpha concludes in Omega, the hope and glory of fallen 
men will be for them to wash their robes and enter the
restored Garden of Eden, and thus restore their right to
the Tree of Life (Rev. 22:13-14).

DP 73
DIVINE PRINCIPLE
PART I
CHAPTER 3
CONSUMMATION OF HUMAN HISTORY



From these biblical records, we know that the purpose of
human history is to restore the Garden of Eden in its 
original form, centered on Christ, who is to come as the 
Tree of Life.

DP 73
DIVINE PRINCIPLE
PART I
CHAPTER 3
CONSUMMATION OF HUMAN HISTORY





Thus, when these two sovereignties of good and evil are
at the point of intersection, it is called the Last Days. 

Since this is the time when the perfection of the growth stage, 
from which Adam and Eve fell, should be restored by 
indemnity, all mankind wanders about in ideological chaos, 
just as the first human ancestors in the Garden of Eden 
were confused without knowing what to do after the fall.

DP 73
DIVINE PRINCIPLE
PART I
CHAPTER 3
CONSUMMATION OF HUMAN HISTORY



Human history is the history of the providence to establish
the Kingdom of Heaven on earth by restoring the Tree of 
Life (Rev. 22:14), which was lost in the Garden of Eden 
(Gen. 3:24). 

We can know the relationship between Jesus and perfected 
Adam by understanding the relationship between the 
Tree of Life in the Garden of Eden (Gen. 2:9) and the 
Tree of Life that is to be restored at the close of the age 
(Rev. 22:14).

DP 73
DIVINE PRINCIPLE
PART I
CHRISTOLOGY





Jesus was going to restore Eden in the original form 
of creation, as God promised, by leading the Christians, 
the Second Israelites, out of the sinful world with miracles 
and signs and by leading them across the troubled sea of 
the sinful world and detouring through the desert without 
the water of life.

DP 73
DIVINE PRINCIPLE
PART II
MOSES AND JESUS



Naturally, the Rock is also the Tree of Life. 
On the other hand, the Tree of Life was the symbol of 
Adam in perfection in the Garden of Eden. 

Since this Tree of Life is symbolized by the Rock, 
the Rock is also the symbol of Adam in perfection.

DP 73
DIVINE PRINCIPLE
PART II
MOSES AND JESUS





God created Adam and Eve in the spring-season. 
Accordingly, the civilization of mankind was supposed 
to start as the temperate-zone civilization of Eden, 
be shifted to the tropic-zone civilization of Eden, 
be shifted to the tropic-zone civilization as of the 
summer season, and, after shifting itself to the 
cool-one civilization of the autumn season, it was 
finally to return to the frigid-zone civilization of the 
winter season.

DP 73
DIVINE PRINCIPLE
PART II
THE SECOND ADVENT 
OF THE MESSIAH



Now is the time when the temperate-zone civilization 
of the New Eden should be produced in the 
Peninsular-culture. 

This must necessarily be realized in Korea, where all
aspects of civilization must bear fruit.

                                         End.

DP 73
DIVINE PRINCIPLE
PART II
THE SECOND ADVENT 
OF THE MESSIAH



In the Garden of True Love



In the Garden of Eden before the human Fall, there were 
only four realities: Adam, Eve, the archangel and God. 

Before the human Fall, Adam was the first human ancestor; 
and the Lord, the Messiah, in the position of Adam.

All the male beings are in the position of the Lord, while 
female beings are in the position of Eve, or his bride. 

1973



Again, in another sense, men are in the position of the 
archangel, because they are living in the fallen world. 

In the triangular relationship of our Master as the Messiah 
and the female and male, the male beings are in the position 
of the archangel, while Master is in the position of Adam.

1973



• Ancestor Liberation

• Garden of Eden
• Fall of Man
• Restoration
• Ancestor Liberation:

  There are 3,600 generations, and we are doing ALC 
  (Ancestor Liberation Ceremonies), 
  we have to do up to 420. 
  History is much longer than 6,000 years. 
  Heaven originally was 100% but because of the fall of AE, 
  evil from that beginning point developed bigger and bigger 
  and passed even Paradise. 
 
  The % of hell in SW  is 80%.  
  Heaven is 20%.                         /Words of DMN July 2012 



Divine Principle

on Resurrection

Skip to slide 78 if no DP Intro needed!



The providence of resurrection is the providence of restoration, 
and thus the providence of re-creation. Thus, the providence of 
resurrection is carried out in accordance with the Principle of 
Creation (p. 138):

How Does God Carry Out His Work of Resurrection?2.1

___________

___________

___________

___________

Original human being

Fallen human beingFallen human being



First, the merit of the age has increased in proportion to the 
foundation of heart laid by the prophets, sages and righteous 
people who came before us, and the subsequent generations 
benefit from the merit of the age.

1

11 Merit of the age

___________

___________

___________

___________

Fallen human beingFallen human being

Original human being

How Does God Carry Out His Work of Resurrection?2.1



Second, God’s responsibility is to give us His Word and 
guidance, and our responsibility is to believe and practice it.

2

11 Merit of the age
22 Believe and practice the Word

___________

___________

___________

___________

How Does God Carry Out His Work of Resurrection?2.1

Fallen human beingFallen human being

Original human being



Third, the resurrection of a spirit can be achieved only 
through earthly life, in the physical self.

3

33 Earthly Life

11 Merit of the age
22 Believe and practice the Word

___________

___________

___________

___________

How Does God Carry Out His Work of Resurrection?2.1

Fallen human beingFallen human being

Original human being



Fourth, the providence of resurrection is to be 
completed through three ordered stages.

4

44 Three ordered stages
33 Earthly Life

11 Merit of the age
22 Believe and practice the Word

___________

___________

___________

___________

How Does God Carry Out His Work of Resurrection?2.1

Fallen human beingFallen human being

Original human being



The two thousand years from Adam to Abraham may be called the 
age of the providence to lay the foundation for resurrection (p. 139).

The Providence of Resurrection for People on Earth2.2

2000_____________________________________________________



2000 2000

The two thousand years from Abraham to Jesus may be called 
the age of the providence of formation-stage resurrection
(age of justification by works). 

The Providence of Resurrection for People on Earth2.2

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________



Upon their death, the believers of this era entered and 
abided in the form-spirit level of the spirit world.

2000 2000

The Providence of Resurrection for People on Earth2.2

Spirit world

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________



The two thousand years from Jesus to the returning Christ may 
be called the age of the providence of growth-stage 
resurrection (age of justification by faith). 

2000 20002000

The Providence of Resurrection for People on Earth2.2

Spirit world
form-spirit

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________



Upon their death, the believers of this era enter and abide 
in Paradise, the life-spirit level of the spirit world.

c2000 20002000

The Providence of Resurrection for People on Earth2.2

ParadiseParadise

  life-spiritlife-spirit

Spirit world
(form-spirit)

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________



The era when people are to complete the providence of resurrection 
through the returning Christ is called the age of the providence of 
completion-stage resurrection (age of justification by attendance).

2000 20002000

The Providence of Resurrection for People on Earth2.2

ParadiseParadise

(life-spirit)(life-spirit)

Spirit world
(form-spirit)

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________



Upon their death, the believers of this era will enter and abide 
in the Kingdom of Heaven in heaven, which is the divine-spirit 
level of the spirit world (p. 140).

(form-spirit)

Spirit world

2000 20002000

HeavenlyHeavenly
KingdomKingdom

divine-spiritdivine-spirit

ParadiseParadise

(life-spirit)(life-spirit)

The Providence of Resurrection for People on Earth2.2

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________



______________________________________

The spirits of people who died before they could reach 
perfection during their earthly life can be resurrected only by 
returning to earth and completing their unaccomplished 
responsibility through cooperation with earthly people (p. 144).

2.3 The Providence of Resurrection for Spirits
2.3.1 Purpose and Way of Returning Resurrection

Earthly
people

Spirits

Returnand cooperation

Physi-Physi-
calcal
selfself



_______________________________________
_

We call this process returning resurrection (p. 145).

Returnand cooperation

Physi-Physi-
calcal
selfself

Spirits
Earthly
people

2.3 The Providence of Resurrection for Spirits
2.3.1 Purpose and Way of Returning Resurrection



_____________________________________________________

_____________________ _________ ________

__________________________________________ ___________

___________ _____________________ __________ ___________

Growth-
stage

returning 
resurrection

( )

HeavenlHeavenl
yyKingdomKingdom( )

Completion-
stage

returning 
resurrection

By this, they too will receive the same benefit and 
enter the heavenly kingdom together.  We call this 
completion-stage-returning resurrection (p. 146).

2.3.2  The Returning Resurrection of the Spirits
of Israelites and Christians

Moses
Elijah
Jesus

____________



2.3.3  The Returning Resurrection of Spirits
    Who Abide Outside of Paradise

Spirit
Spirit
self

Physi-Physi-
calcal
selfself

Spirits of other
 religions

A spirit who believed in religions other than Christianity 
during his lifetime seeks a counterpart among the earthly 
people of the same religion as he believed during his earthly 
life. He descends to the person of his choice and guides him. 

____________________________________________________

People of the same religion



When he helps that person fulfill the purpose of the providence 
of restoration, they both receive the same benefit (p. 147).

Spirit
self

Physi-Physi-
calcal
selfself

Spirits of other
 religions

Purpose
of the

Providence

2.3.3  The Returning Resurrection of Spirits
    Who Abide Outside of Paradise

____________________________________________________

Spirit

People of the same religion



Good spirits who lived a conscientious life descend to good people 
on earth and cooperate with them. In the process, the spirits receive 
the same benefits as the people they have helped.

Good
Spirit Spirit

self

Physi-Physi-
calcal
selfself

Good spirits

Spirit
self

Physi-Physi-
calcal
selfself

Spirits of other
 religions

2.3.3  The Returning Resurrection of Spirits
    Who Abide Outside of Paradise

____________________________________________________

Purpose
of the

Providence

Spirit

Good peoplePeople of the same religion



In order for evil spirits to receive the benefit of returning resurrection, 
their works must have the effect of punishing earthly people to help 
them make conditions to indemnify their failures, which have 
frustrated God’s past efforts to cleanse them of their sins (p. 148).

Earthly people

Evil spiritsEvil spirits

EvilEvil
SpiritSpirit SpiritSpirit

selfself

Physi-Physi-
calcal
selfself

Good peoplePeople of the same religion

Good
Spirit Spirit

self

Physi-Physi-
calcal
selfself

Good spirits

Spirit
self

Physi-Physi-
calcal
selfself

____________________________________________________

Spirits of other
 religions

2.3.3  The Returning Resurrection of Spirits
    Who Abide Outside of Paradise

Purpose
of the

Providence

Spirit



Physi-Physi-
calcal
selfself

2.4  The Theory of Reincarnation Examined in Light
of the Principle of Returning Resurrection

Spirits who could not complete their missions during their 
earthly life must return to people on earth who share the 
same type of mission as they had during their lifetime (p. 149). 

____________________________________________________



When a spirit assists an earthly person to fulfill God’s Will, 
the person will fulfill not only his own mission, but also the 
mission of the spirit who has helped him. 

MissionMission
of the earthly personof the earthly person Earthly personEarthly person

____________________________________________________Mission of the Spirit

Physi-Physi-
calcal
selfself

2.4  The Theory of Reincarnation Examined in Light
of the Principle of Returning Resurrection



Reincarnation of the spiritReincarnation of the spirit
Hence this earthly person may sometimes be called by the 
spirit’s name (second coming of the spirit) and appear to be 
the reincarnation of that spirit.

Earthly personEarthly person

____________________________________________________Mission of the Spirit

Physi-Physi-
calcal
selfself

MissionMission
of the earthly personof the earthly person

2.4  The Theory of Reincarnation Examined in Light
of the Principle of Returning Resurrection





Comment:

The Garden of Eden could also be interpreted as
Perfect Man and Womens BODY.

Do not eat of the fruit  (misuse sexual organs)

Being driven out of Eden then becomes being driven 
out of the Holy Bodies = Way towards Perfection 
= Holy Pure Sexual relationship; Messianic Blessings     
                                                                      /Bengt



The two trees, which bore peculiar names unlike real plants, 
represented the first man and woman who would become
perfect. 

The Divine ideal of Trinity, is to make it by a perfected
man and a woman who are united with God in a perfect
relation of give-and-take with Him. 

When the Garden of Eden is restored, every perfected 
man and woman will be in trinity with God on earth. 

                                                                           / Dr. Young Oon Kim
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Chapter II: 
Diseases Caused by Lucifer-link
message from, Spirit World
February -March, 1999

Cheong Pyeong
Providence



For this reason, Christianity is destined to be united.

     The Unification of Christianity through
Returning Resurrection

_________________________________

( )

Unifi-Unifi-
cationcation

ofof
Chris-Chris-
tianitytianity



     The Unification of All Other Religions
through Returning Resurrection

Consequently, all spirits who believed in religions other than 
Christianity during their lifetime must guide the earthly believers of 
their respective religions to Christ at the Second Advent and assist 
them to believe in him and attend him in his work to fulfill God’s Will, 
even though the timing will vary depending upon their spiritual 
position.

_________________________________



They will guide conscientious earthly people to seek out 
Christ at the Second Advent, attend him, and assist him 
in fulfilling God’s Will.

_________________________________

     The Unification of Non-Religious People
through Returning Resurrection
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Spirit World 1997-2003
Jesus Buddha Muhammad Confucius
testify to the Lord of Second Advent
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1960

Dr. Sun Myung Moon with wife HakJaHan

The original of Holy Blessings 1960
new 3rd sinless Adam 
and restored Eve

1960



Unification Church Universal Holy Blessing



Restoring the Marriage of Jesus



Restoring the Physical Fall



20032003
Blessing National LevelBlessing National Level



Restoring the Spiritual Fall



The Cheon Il Guk era refers to the time period during which 
the foundation of Cheon Il Guk was to be established. 
According to True Father, the movement was on a
“tight schedule” of twelve years, extending until Foundation Day

February 22, 2013
Foundation Day



Jesus said the kingdom of God is within you.” (Luke 17:21)

The Garden is symbolic for the Human Body.

Externally the “Garden of Eden” can be anywhere,
Ex.TF in Heung Nam prison – Lived in True Love.

We create our Garden of Eden and KoH, by being 
without Sin = Messiah needed,
doing HonDok Hae and living for others.

Summary:



The completion of the 8 textbooks

  Proclamation of the  Word that firmly establishes 
   the True Parents of Heaven , Earth  and Humankind

8 Textbooks and Teaching Material   “8TTM”



The 3 HolyScriptures Cheon Seong Gyeong, (2014)
Cham Bumo Gyeong and Pyeong Hwa Gyeong

Online – Click names above! 



Garden of Eden
Expanding 1960, 2003, 2013…

x



Yasutake couple – 1800 couple – 40 year celebration
2015



Feb  2013 KoreaFeb  2013 Korea
Cosmic Level - Cheon Il GukCosmic Level - Cheon Il Guk



Brazil 2014

Korea 2014

Korea
Korea 2014



Blessing is the Key - ”Holy Grail” 
Forgiveness of Original Sin

A New start for
Sinless Families
in all Mankind
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• Understanding Dae Mo Nim’s Earthly Activity at Chung Pyung
  from the Viewpoint of Divine Principle by Dr. Chang Shik Yang 1998
   www.unification.net/csyang/yang_chung_pyung_thesis.rtf

• The Chung Pyung Providence and the Way of Blessed Family 2000
   www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Books/CPP
   /ChungPyungProvidence-0.htm

•  Divine Principle 1996 translation
    www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/DP2005_Color_Version/



Short Vocabulary:
AGS =Absolute Good Spirits
CBG = Chambumo Gyeong, Holy Textbook
CSG = Cheon Seong Gyeong, Holy Textbook
CIG  = Cheon Il Guk, Two persons become one, KoH
CP   = Cheong Pyeong, Spir. training ground Korea
DP   = Divine Principle, v1973 
EDP = Divine Principle, v1996
ODP = Original Divine Principle, 2008
KoH = Kingdom of Heaven 
LSA = Lord of Second Advent
OT   = Old Testament
NT   = New Testament
CT   = Completed Testament
TF   = True Father, SMM = Sun Myung Moon
TM  =  True Mother, Hak Ja Han Moon
TTM = Teaching and Textbook Material (G=Great)
UC  = Unification Church
See also extended Vocabulary:
http://www.slideshare.net/bdp003/vocabulary-uc



Remember the beauty in Gods nature is there 
to inspire the most Holy original inside us all!
Have a great Blessed week. Prepared for 2nd ,3rd,4th...Gen. inspiration by Bengt de Paulis.

Ancestor Lieration at Cheon Pyeong 
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